This is a *Vintage Style Loudspeaker* with narrow, tight gaps and lightweight speaker components.

**DO NOT** push in on the cone, flex it, or “test for rubs” as someone may have told you to do, or you may have done in the past with other speakers. To do so may stretch the spider or surround and cause a rub. The parts of the speaker are precision aligned and move as one piece with equal pressure at all points.

*Weber Speakers cannot warranty speakers that exhibit evidence of manual rub tests or cone tampering.*
Thank you for your interest in and subsequent purchase of our products. If you have any questions, concerns, or comments about our products or service, please don't hesitate to contact us immediately. We will be glad to hear from you.

## Speaker Installation

Vintage speakers have smaller voice coil gaps, lighter weight baskets, and some have heavier magnet structures than modern speakers. Therefore, you must take great care in installing the product you have purchased. Mounting a speaker on a warped or cracked baffle board or applying uneven tightening of the hold-down fasteners will likely cause distortion in the basket frame and could affect the speaker’s operation. Please follow our recommended installation procedures. If you are uncertain about installing your product, please consult a professional amplifier technician for installation.

- Ensure the baffle board is smooth, flat, and free of cracks.
- Carefully remove any gasket material left from a previously installed speaker.
- Place the speaker on the baffle studs and install all fasteners, **hand-tighten only!**
- In an ‘X’ pattern, alternately tighten each fastener another ½ or ¼ turn, or until there is no gap between the speaker gasket and baffle board.
- Recheck the tightness of all fasteners occasionally as a preventive maintenance routine. Avoid rough handling of the amplifier.

## AlNiCo Magnet Covers and Labels

You may choose to leave the magnet cover installed or remove it. The label may be applied either to the back of the installed magnet cover, or to the face of the back plate. In any case, we would certainly appreciate you affixing the label so others will recognize our product.

## Warranty

Please read and understand the following warranty information. It is not necessary to send us a warranty registration card or contact us to activate your warranty. We have a record of the ship date and begin your warranty coverage ten days from that date.

Our loudspeaker products, being vintage style speakers, necessarily have lower power ratings than modern commercially available loudspeakers and drivers. Accordingly, it is imperative for the user to ensure the speaker power rating will not be exceeded by the maximum power output available from the amplifier. When choosing a speaker, the user should consider the fact that an amplifier may put out 20% to 30% more power than its manufacturer-rated normal operation power, especially when driven into distortion at a full volume setting. Please consult a professional amplifier technician prior to purchase, installation, and use of our products.

- All Weber products are guaranteed for 30 days against defects in material and workmanship.
- Burnt, warped, cracked, or otherwise damaged voice coils and cones are not covered under the warranty.
- Obvious physical damage due to droppage, puncture, tears, etc. is not covered by the warranty.
- Out-of-warranty repair is available by contacting us. [www.tedweber.com/recone-services](http://www.tedweber.com/recone-services)

## Contact

Orders/Status: email **orders@tedweber.com**  
Technical help/speaker recommendations: email **cj@tedweber.com**  
Weber Speakers • 405 E Southway Blvd • Kokomo, IN 46902 • [www.tedweber.com](http://www.tedweber.com)